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Fiction

ROMANCE



Beyond the Page Publishing - Romance

Dark	Terror	-	Book	5	of	the	Spirit	
Wild	Series
Before she was rescued from a human trafficking ring 
by the Chanku, Mary Ryder had lived a tortured life as 
a sex slave and prostitute, and the emotional scars of 
that time still haunt her. Through the patient strength 
and genuine devotion of Jack Temple, Mary is slowly 
learning to open herself to the possibility of 
uncorrupted love and passion in his arms. But before 
the two can explore their newfound connection and 
dream of life as a mated pair, they must face a dark 
menace threatening all Chanku. 

Aldo Xanakis was thought to be dead, but harnessing the life force of those he had 
slain, he has reappeared as a dark and vicious demon hell-bent on the destruction of 
the pack—and of all humankind. With only days to stop the demon’s lethal plans and 
the fanatical religious cult he has enlisted to serve him, the entire Chanku pack 
unites to combine their power against him. As Mary and Jack are thrown together in 
an epic battle against evil, they and the rest of the pack will be forced to harness all 
the magic and sensual power they possess to preserve their way of life and 
everything they hold dear.

	

			Pub	Date:

April	2017

		Rights	Sold:

World	English

		Rights	Available:

Translation

Audio

	

	Rights	Info:Kate	Douglas

Praise for Kate Douglas’s previous releases:
“Douglas introduces her Spirit Wild series with a new generation of sexy Chanku wolves . . . Supported by a cast from 
the Wolf Tale books and fresh faces as well, this novel thrives on action and strong sexual encounters.” —Donna M. 
Brown for RT Book Reviews, on Dark Wolf

Also	in	this	series…



Beyond the Page Publishing - Romance

Wolf	Tales	12:	Exposed	-	Book	12	of	
the	Wolf	Tales	Series
The final thrilling installment in the groundbreaking 
Wolf Tales series that captivated the world of erotic 
romance!

Even as their numbers have grown and they’ve spread 
out across the country, the Chanku have remained 
deeply connected by their mutual need for erotic 
pleasure and their unique shapeshifting abilities. 
Content to pursue their sensual way of life in relative 
anonymity, they’re stunned when their extraordinary 

nature is unavoidably revealed to the world at large—and fearful of the dangers they 
face from those who fear their differentness.

Realizing that the distance between them makes them vulnerable, they answer the 
silent call for all Chanku to come together at their pack alpha’s home in Montana. 
And in that setting, as they struggle to understand their new place in the world and 
defend themselves against suspicious and violent adversaries, they will discover a 
shocking revelation about their origins and their legacy. 

As the pack adapts to these new realities and reclaims their primal past, they will 
embark on a journey that will take them into uncharted territory and open up a 
spectacular, unimagined future . . .

	

			Pub	Date:

January	2018

		Rights	Sold:

World	English

		Rights	Available:

Translation

Audio

	

	Rights	Info:Kate	Douglas

Praise for WOLF TALES 12: EXPOSED:
“The final chapter of Douglas’s series featuring a shapeshifting race is sexy, tense, and complex.” —RT Book Reviews

“Whoever said ‘save the best for last’ must have been speaking of Kate Douglas’s Wolf Tales 12!” —Coffee Time 
Romance & More

“For the best in paranormal romance, be sure to add the name Kate Douglas to your must-buy list!” —Midwest Book 
Reviews

Also	in	this	series…



Beyond the Page Publishing - Romance

Play	Mates	-	Book	6	of	the	Play	
Makers	Series
In the final full-length entry for the Play Makers series, 
the QB’s younger brother moves front and center for a 
sexy romance that no one, not even the vaunted Triple 
Threat, saw coming.

Jill Colby has crashed and burned. Her marriage? 
Over. Her confidence? Shot. Even her little sister pities 
her! So much for being perfect. Then she meets newly 
divorced football hunk Jayce Spurling and discovers 
that being imperfect is a lot more fun. And it’s just one 

night, isn’t it?

Jayce never saw his divorce coming and he’s determined to win back his family for 
the sake of his children. If ever four boys needed a live-in dad, it’s that bunch. His ex-
wife tells him to move on, but he’s sure he can make things right. Still, when 
gorgeous Jill Colby suggests a one-night stand, he can’t resist. She doesn’t want 
anything serious, plus she lives on the other side of the country. And it’s just one 
night, isn’t it? 

His family—especially QB Johnny—would go nuts if they heard he was deviating from 
the game plan: get his wife and kids back. But Jill needs to keep this from her family, 
too. So there’s no danger of it getting out. 

	

			Pub	Date:

June	2017

		Rights	Sold:

World	English

		Rights	Available:

Translation

Audio

	

	Rights	Info:Kate	Donovan

Praise for PLAY DATE:

“Sean and Tess’s story pulled me in right from the start and had me flying through the pages in search of what I 
hoped to be a very steamy happily ever after . . . and I am happy to report I found that . . . and so much more!!” —
Reds Romance Reviews

Also	in	this	series…



Beyond the Page Publishing - Romance

The	Keeper	of	Her	Heart
Even at a young age, Ada Thorne knew that she would 
marry only for love, never money. So when she finds 
herself irrevocably drawn to Ned Henley, the lowly 
gamekeeper on a neighboring estate, she defies her 
parents and society by eloping with him to London to 
build a new life.

Without her family’s support, life in the city is far more 
difficult than the one of ease and privilege Ada has 
always known. She’ll find herself relentlessly tested in 
ways she never imagined—especially when Ned, 

answering the call of duty, enlists to serve his country in World War One.

Alone and near poverty with a child to raise, Ada’s resolve will be strained at every 
turn. And as she struggles to remain true to her convictions and live life on her own 
terms, Ada will embark on a journey of courage, faith, and love that will surpass even 
her own humble dreams . . .

	

			Pub	Date:

September	2017

		Rights	Sold:

World	English

		Rights	Available:

Translation

Audio

	

	Rights	Info:USA Today Bestselling Author

Stacy	Henrie

Praise for Stacy Henrie:
“Stacy Henrie possesses superior storytelling skills, her historical accuracy and 
attention to detail are unsurpassed, and she knows how to create characters we can 
identify with and whom we really care for.” —Fresh Fiction



Beyond the Page Publishing - Romance

A	Love	for	All	Seasons
With four novellas—one for each season of the year—you’ll 
find a heartwarming collection of couples from a simpler 
time in America who discover the redeeming powers of faith 
and love.
A Long Winter Kiss- As Samantha and Rex’s childhood 
friendship matured into young love, they promised their 
hearts to one another, even as Rex headed off to war. But 
their hope for a bright future was shattered when Rex 
succumbed to his belief that the horrors of war had made 
him a man no woman could love. Now he has returned, and 
Samantha must help Rex see that he still has much to give
—and much more to gain—by replacing fear with faith and 

opening himself to love.
An Unlikely Spring Courtship- Tempest worked hard to secure her independence as a woman 
running her own mercantile, so when Bram has the audacity to open a competing shop in a 
town with only enough room for one, Tempest is driven to despair. And then to retaliation. But 
when tragedy strikes their community and threatens everything they both hold dear, will they 
be able to recognize that what they share is far more important than what separates them?
A Summer for Love- Loralee’s life has changed dramatically in the eight years since she’s last 
seen the resort town of Bayocean, but one thing that has never changed is her feelings for 
Wyatt, a man she promised to meet at the resort on a specific day if they were both still 
unattached. When Wyatt appears on that date, as hopeful and uncertain as Loralee, the two 
must see if an old and abiding love has outlasted the changes wrought by time—and begin to 
build a new life together.
Romance in Autumn- Phoebe and James grew up together but apart in the same beautiful 
mansion, he as the son of the owners, she as the daughter of a servant. In the years since, 
Phoebe’s fortunes have changed dramatically, and she carries the dream of one day owning 
the mansion that is still close to her heart. Until James—now a deeply compelling man—
delivers the bad news that securing the purchase will be all but impossible. As Phoebe 
reluctantly relinquishes her dream, she will also look deep into her soul to learn that a true 
home might exist in her budding love for James.

	

			Pub	Date:

January	2018

		Rights	Sold:

World	English

		Rights	Available:

Translation

Audio

	

	Rights	Info:USA Today Bestselling Author

Stacy	Henrie

Praise for Stacy Henrie:
“Stacy Henrie possesses superior storytelling skills, her historical accuracy and attention to detail are unsurpassed, 
and she knows how to create characters we can identify with and whom we really care for.” —Fresh Fiction



Beyond the Page Publishing - Romance

No	Regrets
Carolyn Torrington’s romantic dreams of her childhood 
friend Lucas Rivers are shattered when the wily lord 
offers her a marriage of convenience to gain his 
inheritance. While it breaks her heart to say yes to the 
arrangement with a man she’s always loved, it’s the 
only way to secure her sisters’ futures.

To the world, Lucas, Lord Foxhaven, is an irrepressible 
rogue, and wedded bliss is the furthest thing from his 
mind. But he’s been forced up to the mark by his 
father, and he’s certain the demure Carolyn won’t give 

him an iota of trouble—if only her voluptuous body weren’t driving him to distraction.

As Carolyn struggles to keep her true feelings hidden, Lucas is drawn ever more 
powerfully by thoughts of unbridled passion, and he’s stunned by his burgeoning 
feelings for a woman he’s always seen as a friend. When a scheming Parisian relative 
threatens to take her from him for good, Lucas realizes he must stand up and be the 
man Carolyn always knew he could be—even as he suddenly comes to know he wants 
their marriage in name only to become quite real . . .

	

			Pub	Date:

August	2017

		Rights	Sold:

World	English

		Rights	Available:

Translation

Audio

	

	Rights	Info:
Ann	Lethbridge

Praise for Ann Lethbridge’s previous releases:
Praise for No Regrets by Ann Lethbridge:

“Dark heroes, courageous heroines, intrigue, heartbreak, and heaps of sexual 
tension. Do not miss this fabulous author.” —Molly O’Keefe, Harlequin Superromance

“Readers will never want to put her book down!” —Bronwyn Scott, author of 
Pickpocket Countess 



Beyond the Page Publishing - Romance

The	Lady	Flees	Her	Lord
Driven to despair by her husband’s endless abuse and 
ridicule, Lucinda, Lady Denbigh, can endure no more. 
With no one to turn to, she flees London to take quiet 
refuge in the countryside, determined to build a new 
life of her own. Posing as a widow, she finds a small 
cottage to lease on the far reaches of a vast estate, 
relieved that she might finally find peace and safety—
until her new landlord, the strikingly handsome and 
taciturn Lord Hugo Wanstead, presents an entirely 
different kind of threat to her composure.

Just back from the wars, Hugo is tormented by the physical and emotional scars that 
mark him. With his estate near financial ruin and his sleep torn by nightmares, he 
wishes only to be left in solitude. But when he meets the new widowed tenant on his 
estate, he finds her hauntingly beautiful in body and soul—and finds himself 
overcome by powerful sensual longing.

While the gentle Lucinda conjures up ways to draw the handsome and hurting Hugo 
out of his loneliness, he’s intrigued by her courage and her lively mind. But just as an 
inevitable passion stirs between these two damaged souls, a damning secret about 
Lucinda’s troubled past will be laid bare, and they will be forced to confront each 
other and a cruel foe to save their only chance at love. 

	

			Pub	Date:

November	2017

		Rights	Sold:

World	English

		Rights	Available:

Translation

Audio

	

	Rights	Info:
Ann	Lethbridge

Praise for Ann Lethbridge’s previous releases:
“[Ann Lethbridge} paints a beautiful story of a woman running away . . .” —Historical Fiction Online

Praise for No Regrets by Ann Lethbridge:

“Dark heroes, courageous heroines, intrigue, heartbreak, and heaps of sexual tension. Do not miss this fabulous 
author.” —Molly O’Keefe, Harlequin Superromance



Beyond the Page Publishing - Romance

Before	and	Ever	Since

Emily Lockwood has her hands full with a stubbornly 
independent daughter, an ex-husband who sometimes 
tests her patience, and a mother who often does. But 
Emily also has a devastating secret, one she thought 
she’d buried long ago—along with her feelings for Ben 
Landry.

From childhood friends to young lovers, Ben and Emily 
shared an unbreakable bond and were as close as 
two people could get. Or so she’d thought, until he 

disappeared from her life without a word. Now, twenty years later, Ben is back, and 
seeing him does more than trigger memories and tug at her heart.

As Emily works to keep her secret safe and her heart safer, visions of her past begin 
playing out before her eyes, making her see herself, Ben, and every choice she’s ever 
made in a revealing new light. And for Emily, seeing her life in rewind makes her 
realize she has some hard choices to make—choices that could forever change her 
life and the lives of everyone she loves . . .

	

			Pub	Date:

February	2018

		Rights	Sold:

World	English	

		Rights	Available:

Translation

Audio

	

	Rights	Info:
Sharla	Lovelace

Praise for Sharla Lovelace’s previous releases:
“Astonishing and glorious . . . I loved it . . . The Reason Is You is a splendid debut and all-consuming reading 
experience.” —USA Today

“A hauntingly beautiful story from a writer with a fresh new voice.” —New York Times bestselling author Jodi 
Thomas on The Reason is You 

Also	in	this	series…



Beyond the Page Publishing - Romance

Hero	In	Disguise
Billionaire Jake Jericho has it all, except for the one 
thing he wants—something real. Twice in his life he’s 
found that. Once as a delinquent teenager when he 
was sent to work on a ranch, then later in the arms of 
Harper Haley, the only girl he ever loved. One helped 
shape him. The other he had to leave behind.

Harper learned the hard way that trusting Jake only 
leads to heartbreak, and twelve years later she’s 
structured her life with a singular focus—to keep 
running the coffee shop started by her late mother. 

But now a giant development firm run by Jake’s father wants to level the waterfront 
neighborhood she calls home, and her shop is on the chopping block.

Forced to turn to Jake for help after all these years, Harper will have to risk everything 
to save the one dream she has left, and Jake will have to prove he can be the man he 
never was to save the only woman he’s ever loved.

	

			Pub	Date:

January	2017

		Rights	Sold:

World	English	

		Rights	Available:

Translation

Audio

	

	Rights	Info:
Sharla	Lovelace

Praise for Sharla Lovelace:

“Sharla Lovelace’s prose is smart, witty, funny, with a hot sexy edge.” —Kathryn 
Magendie, author of Tender Graces



Beyond the Page Publishing - Romance

Survivor’s	Heart
Trapped in the mountains by raging snowstorms and 
facing starvation, Jessie Speer has all but surrendered 
her dream of reaching California—until Daniel Bear, an 
outcast among his own people, risks his own life to 
save her. 

In an effort to achieve her father’s dream of a better 
life, Jessie Speer joins the ill-fated Donner party 
across the treacherous Sierra Nevada Mountains. As 
storms rage and starvation sets in, she clings to all 
she has. Hope for survival. 

Daniel Bear believes strongly in doing what is right, and what is right means 
searching for the stranded settlers. It is because of his efforts that Jessie and the 
others are saved, and while Daniel expects to face further persecution from his 
people for his misunderstood past, what he never expected was the strong desire he 
feels for Jessie. 

As their attraction blooms into an unwavering need, Jessie and Daniel, two kindred 
spirits who are unwilling to be bowed by the forces of nature or the rules of men, will 
be forced to confront their foes and their fears to embrace a love that may save them 
both.

	

			Pub	Date:

December	2017

		Rights	Sold:

World	English

		Rights	Available:

Translation

Audio

	

	Rights	Info:
Vella	Munn

Praise for Vella Munn’s previous releases:
“Vella Munn is a major talent in historical fiction. Her stories never fail to lift the spirit and warm the heart.” —
Bestselling author Susan Wiggs 



Beyond the Page Publishing - Romance

The	Chaperone’s	Secret-	Book	19	of	
the	Classic	Regency	Romance	
Series
As chaperone to the Season’s most desirable young 
miss, Amy Corbett has two specific duties: to ensure 
that her charge’s reputation remains spotless, and to 
see her betrothed to an exceptional beau. Given that 
the coquettish Lady Rowena manages to maintain an 
air of propriety while being a flirt of the highest caliber, 
Amy knows her job should be easy—if only the 
calculating young aristocrat weren’t so set on toying 

with men’s hearts, including that of her latest prey, the debauched Lord Dante 
Pierson. 

Like other gentlemen of high standing and low tastes, Lord Pierson’s restless desire 
for excitement had driven him into a life of squalor and scandalous social blunders. 
Finding himself drunk and mud-spattered in a gutter one night, he spies an angelic 
apparition in a passing carriage and is overcome by a will to reform—surely such a 
woman could give him hope of rebirth. When he learns that the anonymous beauty is 
Lady Rowena, he vows to coax that flicker of warmth into a flame.

As Rowena lures the unsuspecting Pierson ever closer to heartbreak, Amy realizes 
that for all the talk of his wastrel ways, he is actually a gentle and caring man to be 
championed and cherished. And in an unguarded moment, the unassuming Amy and 
downtrodden Lord Pierson will discover that they possess kindred souls—and will 
make a daring decision to follow their own true path to happiness and love . . .

	

			Pub	Date:

October	2017

		Rights	Sold:

World	English

		Rights	Available:

Translation

Audio

	

	Rights	Info:National Bestselling Author 

Donna	Lea	Simpson

Praise for Donna Lea Simpson:

“Simpson excels at imbuing her realistic characters with subtle depths!” —John Charles, American Library 
Association

Also	in	this	series…



Beyond the Page Publishing - Romance

Endless	Chase	-	Book	5	of	the	
Dalakis	Passion	Series

Since the night her parents were brutally murdered, 
Katya Markova has been driven by a dark quest for 
vengeance. When her search for the killers leads her 
to the heart of Transylvania and the ancestral home of 
the Dalakis, she hopes to finally take her revenge and 
put her horrific memories and the souls of her parents 
to rest. Then she meets the mesmerizing Chase 
Deveraux, and his intensely passionate touch 
threatens to weaken her resolve as she surrenders to 

his sensual promise.

With his life in disarray, Chase has retreated to the remote castle of the Dalakis clan 
to sort things out in isolation, but instead is inexplicably drawn to the mysterious 
Katya. Instantly spellbound by her tough warrior exterior and compelling beauty, 
Chase finds that Katya captivates him like no other woman has before—until he 
learns of her dark intent and is torn between his own needs and those of his family.

Because Katya is enmeshed in a world of lies and deceptions, and has brought that 
world to the Dalakis doorstep. As their unquenchable passion spirals to incredible 
sensual heights, Chase and Katya will be forced to make a choice, one that could 
destroy the Dalakis clan for all time or unite the desperate young lovers for 
eternity . . .

	

			Pub	Date:

									November	2017

		Rights	Sold:

World	English

		Rights	Available:

Translation

Audio

	

	Rights	Info:NYT and USA Today Bestselling Author

N.J.	Walters

Praise for N.J. Walters’s previous releases:
“A fast-paced, fun, and sexy read, the characters and their chemistry are great with steamy sex scenes.” (Goodreads)

“Wicked good fun!” (NetGalley)

“Another fun and steamy read by NJ Walters.” (Goodreads)

Also	in	this	series…



Beyond the Page Publishing - Romance

Rise	of	the	Beast	-	Book	4	of	the	
Keepers	of	Eternity	Series
Morgan Saint-Evanston has prevailed over every 
demented beast sprung from the otherworld, but 
now he finds himself tormented by an earthside 
foe who could destroy everything he’s built in the 
mortal realm. Forced to turn to a magickal ally to 
preserve the sanctity of Blackthorne Manor and 
safeguard its secrets, he discovers that the 
bewitching creature’s services come at a chilling 

price: the very part of his soul that harbors his humanity. 

Julienne Blackthorne is bonded to Morgan by blood, but the emotional and 
erotic ties that bind them are fraying as his lost humanity sends him spiraling 
downward to the furthest extremes of darkness and depravity. As Julienne 
struggles to save the man she loves from utter and eternal ruin, she must 
delve into her own dark powers at the risk of forsaking her sanity. 

As Morgan and Julienne steel themselves to do battle with his greatest inner 
demons and those who would deny him his legacy, they must confront the 
very real threat that his fragmented psyche will lead him to the edge of self-
destruction—and the destruction of all they hold dear, both in this world and in 
their hearts. 

	

			Pub	Date:

July	2017

		Rights	Sold:

World	English

		Rights	Available:

Translation

Audio

	

	Rights	Info:Devyn	Quinn

Praise for Devyn Quinn’s previous releases:
“Fans of dark paranormal romance will love the Keepers of Eternity series by Devyn Quinn! “Devyn Quinn writes 
compelling characters, a chilling and gripping story, and a setting that is easily seen within your mind’s eye.” —
Rogues and Romance Reviews

Also	in	this	series…



Fiction

COZY
MYSTERY



Beyond the Page Publishing - Cozy Mystery

A	Killer	Keepsake	-	Book	6	of	the	
Antiques	&	Collectibles	Mystery	
Series
When star reporter Molly Appleby exchanged vows 
with her new husband, she also made a promise to 
give up sleuthing. But given her knack for stumbling 
onto murders, and murderers, she’s realizing she 
never should have made a promise she couldn’t 

keep.

Molly’s just finished an article on the Forget Me Not Doll Club for Collector’s 
Weekly, but before the magazine even hits the newsstands, one of the club 
members is found murdered, and a stolen antique doll—purportedly haunted—is 
found in the victim’s house. When police discover that few of the peculiar club 
members will mourn the deceased, and that most of them had more motives 
than alibis, they once again enlist Molly’s help to solve this very odd case. 

But piecing together a deadly puzzle is never easy, and when another member 
of the club is attacked, Molly begins to wonder if the eccentric group of doll 
lovers might have deeper and darker connections than she ever imagined. And 
as she begins to piece together the unusual background of the eerie doll and 
uncovers a history of troubled lives, she realizes there are more victims than the 
obvious ones in this case—and that some people will do anything to protect their 
darkest secrets.

        Books 1-3 in the series written by Ellery Adams and published by Beyond the 
Page.

	

			Pub	Date:

April	2017

		Rights	Sold:

World	English

Audio	[Tantor]

		Rights	Available:

Translation

	

	Rights	Info:New York Times Bestselling Author

Ellery	Adams	with	
Parker	Riggs

Also	in	this	series…



Beyond the Page Publishing - Cozy Mystery

Black	Beans	and	Vice	-	Book	6	of	
the	Supper	Club	Mystery	Series
Welcome to Destiny Falls, New York, home of Bomb 
Squad--an ice hockey team full of rugged military 
heroes and wounded veterans. 

After being wounded in combat, Brandon Theroux 
lives every day like it's his last. He never could have 
imagined that the sleek mechanics of his 
prosthetic leg would open so many doors, including 
minor celebrity status as a fitness model and a 
well-earned reputation as a rakish playboy. The only 

door it hasn't opened is the one to Harper Johnson's bedroom.
 
Harper has too much self-respect to join the ranks of Brandon's "carpe diem" 
conquests, but when she needs someone to keep the peace in the tavern she owns, 
Brandon offers his help--as long as she agrees to a very tempting trade. It isn't long 
before the two realize that a deal struck between friends who can't keep their hands 
off each other has the potential to be a whole lot hotter than either of them is 
prepared to handle...

Books 4-6 in the series written by Ellery Adams and published by Beyond the 
Page. They do not yet have covers. Book 7 in the series, PASTA MORTEM, is 

written by Ellery Adams with Rosemary Stevens, and will be published in 
April 2018.
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	Rights	Info:New York Times Bestselling Author

Ellery	Adams	

Praise for Ellery Adams’s previous releases: 
“An unusual murder weapon is just one of the surprises in this enjoyable tale of high-cal crime.” —Publisher’s Weekly

“Stanley has whipped up another zesty culinary caper sure to satisfy the palates of kitchen cozy fans.” —Margaret 
Flanagan from Booklist

Also	in	this	series…



Beyond the Page Publishing - Cozy Mystery

Dead	Little	Dolly	-	Book	5	of	the	
Emily	Kincaid	Mystery	Series
Even the beauty of Northern Michigan can’t put a 
smile on the face of Emily Kincaid’s perpetually 
cranky friend Deputy Dolly Wakowski, and when 
someone tries to destroy the only family Dolly has 
ever had, her crankiness turns lethal, even as the 
crime threatens to overwhelm her.

Still struggling in her career as a mystery writer, 
Emily takes a deep breath before stepping in to help. As they launch their 
search for Dolly’s assailant and the investigation deepens, two strange clues 
emerge: the attacker’s trademark black jellybeans and a note to Dolly reading 
“Thou Shalt Not Steal.” 

With Dolly’s disposition growing more sour by the day and Emily growing more 
curious, the two encounter a violent and abusive boyfriend, dig up old clues 
from Dolly’s painful past, and strengthen a friendship that’s as odd as it is 
perfect. But before Dolly and Emily can puzzle it all out, a loved one of Dolly’s 
will be murdered, another will be kidnapped, and a long-awaited confrontation 
between a mother and a daughter will heal at the very moment it kills.
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	Rights	Info:Elizabeth	Buzzelli

Praise for Elizabeth Buzzelli’s previous releases:
“A mystery that keeps you guessing, together with the story of a woman slowly finding her voice” — Kirkus Reviews 
on Dead Floating Lovers

“Buzzelli’s well-crafted third Emily Kincaid . . . [features] sharp prose and spirited characterizations.” —Publishers 
Weekly

Also	in	this	series…



Beyond the Page Publishing - Cozy Mystery

Cannoli	to	Die	For	-	Book	5	of	the	
Lucille	Mystery	Series
With her best friend Flo’s wedding approaching, 
Lucille is desperate to trim down and joins Weigh 
to Lose, a weight-loss program led by a clipboard-
wielding harridan who’s as unattractively thin as 
she is shrill. When the bossy woman turns up 
dead with her throat slashed and a tasty-looking 
cannoli stuffed in her mouth, Lucille figures she 
got her just desserts.

But when the local police come up empty-handed, Lucille sinks her teeth into 
the mystery and narrows the list of suspects to a husband with a wandering 
eye, a sexy young Swedish au pair, and a gambler deep in debt to the wrong 
people. Until one of the suspects becomes the victim of another gruesome 
murder. 

Afraid she’s bitten off more than she can chew and worried that she might be 
next on the killer’s list, Lucille puts her own neck on the line with a wild plan to 
trap the culprit and tip the scales of justice.
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	Rights	Info:
USA Today Bestselling Author

Peg	Cochran

Praise for Peg Cochran’s previous releases:

“If you want a very funny murder mystery, then this book is for you. I’ve never laughed so hard while reading before.” 
—Goodreads, on Unholy Matrimony, Book 2 in the USA Today bestselling Lucille Mystery Series

Also	in	this	series…



Beyond the Page Publishing - Cozy Mystery

Berried at Sea- Book 4 in the 
Cranberry Cove Mystery Series
It’s a marriage made in murder in the new Cranberry 
Cove Mystery from USA Today bestselling author Peg 
Cochran!

The long-awaited wedding of Monica and Greg is the 
highlight of the harvest season in Cranberry Cove, 
drawing friends from far and wide to help them 
celebrate. Among the guests are an old college friend 
of Monica’s and the woman’s boisterous new 
husband, a man with many enemies and more than a 

few bitter women in his past. When he turns up dead on a boat, the victim of a fatal 
stabbing, Monica steps in once again to unravel the mystery.

As she dredges up clues and wades through a long list of suspects, Monica’s 
sleuthing becomes all the more pressing when the local police are convinced that her 
friend did the deed. Monica will have to clear her name fast and track down the real 
culprit as the killer threatens to bring her sweet wedded bliss to a bitter end.

Books 1-3 in the series written by Peg Cochran and published by Penguin 
Random House.
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	Rights	Info:USA Today Bestselling Author

Peg	Cochran

Praise for Peg Cochran’s previous releases: 
“Author Peg Cochran has a truly entertaining writing style that is filled with humor, mystery, fun, and intrigue. You 
cannot ask for a lot more in a super cozy!” —Open Book Society

“A fun whodunnit with quirky characters and a satisfying mystery. This newseries is as sweet and sharp as the 
heroine’s cranberry salsa.”—Sofie Kelly, New York Times bestselling author of the Magical Cats mysteries

“Cozy fans and foodies rejoice—there’s a place just for you and it’s calledCranberry Cove.”—Ellery Adams, New York 
Times bestselling author of the Books by the Bay mysteries

Also	in	this	series…



Beyond the Page Publishing - Cozy Mystery

Leave	it	to	Cleaver	-	Book	6	of	the	
Vintage	Kitchen	Series
Vintage cookware and cookbook collector Jaymie 
Leighton has agreed to help her sister clear out the 
house of a deceased older neighbor, and she’s thrilled 
at the prospect of discovering antique kitchenware 
and other treasures—until she opens a vintage trunk 
in the cellar and finds the remains of a teenage girl 
with a cleaver buried in her skull. When the body of a 
second girl is found just days later in a nearby river, 
the clues all indicate that the crimes are connected—
and that the culprit’s motives are hidden in the past.

Jaymie just wants to cut and run, but the victims were both high school classmates of 
her sister when they disappeared, and that makes Jaymie the perfect person to help 
the local police investigate the killings. As she dredges up old memories and even 
older rivalries and jealousies, her list of suspects grows. But Jaymie knows she’ll 
have to whittle it down to just one, and fast, because someone has decided to cut 
their ties to Jaymie—in the most fatal of ways . . .

Books 1-5 in the series written by Victoria Hamilton and published by 
Penguin Random House, with BookEnds Literary retaining foreign rights.
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	Rights	Info:
National Bestselling Author

Victoria	Hamilton

Praise for Victoria Hamilton’s previous releases: 
“Smartly written and successfully plotted, the debut of this new cozy series . . . exudes authenticity.” —Library Journal 
on A Deadly Grind 

“All the right ingredients . . . Small-town setting, kitchen antiques . . . and a bowlful of mystery. A perfect recipe.” —
New York Times bestselling author Susan Wittig Albert

“[A] charming new series.” —New York Times bestselling author Sheila Connolly



Beyond the Page Publishing - Cozy Mystery

Pressing	the	Issue-	Book	6	of	the	
Cookbook	Nook	Mystery	Series	
As the annual Renaissance Fair comes to Crystal 
Cove, Jenna Hart’s Cookbook Nook is packed with 
tasty treats and all things medieval, while her pal 
Bailey is ready to swoon over her upcoming 
nuptials at a local vineyard. But when the two 
friends discover the body of the vineyard’s owner 
bludgeoned by a winepress, all their merriment 
fades, along with their hopes for a vintage year.

Which churlish varlet did the deed? Was it the victim’s errant brother, who 
stood to inherit the vineyards? Or the owner’s crestfallen ex-girlfriend? 
Mayhap it was the newly arrived comely wench, or her jealous husband. Fie on 
them all! Verily, Jenna can’t rest until justice is served, and she vows to track 
down the killer. But can she sniff out the truth before the villainous culprit 
strikes again?
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	Rights	Info:Agatha Award Winning Author

Daryl	Wood	Gerber

Praise for Daryl Wood Gerber’s previous releases: 
“Readers will relish the extensive cookbook suggestions, the cooking primer, and the whole foodie phenomenon. 
Gerber’s perky tone with a multigenerational cast makes this series a good match for Lorna Barrett’s Booktown 
Mystery series . . .” —Library Journal

“There’s a feisty new amateur sleuth in town and her name is Jenna Hart. With a bodacious cast of characters, a 
wrenching murder, and a collection of cookbooks to die for, Daryl Wood Gerber’s Final Sentence is a page-turning 
puzzler of a mystery that I could not put down.” —Jenn McKinlay, New York Times bestselling author of the Cupcake 
Mysteries and Library Lovers Mysteries

Also	in	this	series…



Fiction

WESTERNS



Beyond the Page Publishing - Westerns

Gun	Work:	The	Further	Exploits	
of	Hayden	Tilden-	Book	6	in	the	
Hayden	Tilden	Westerns	Series

When word reaches Deputy Marshal Hayden Tilden 
and his Brotherhood of Blood that the merciless 
Coltrane brothers have butchered most of the Cassidy 
family and made off with their daughter, Daisy, he and 
the boys saddle up for a manhunt that most likely will 
only end one way. 

Then a girl down in Texas claims to be the same Daisy Cassidy they’re looking to 
rescue, and Tilden thinks his job just got a whole lot easier—until he smells a lie. Still, 
he and his Brotherhood partners set off to escort her from Texas to Arkansas—and if 
they should come across the Coltranes along the way, Tilden sees no need to bring 
them back alive . . .

	

	Rights	Info:J.	Lee	Butts

Praise for J. Lee Butts: 

“One of the top writers of westerns working in the genre today.” –Peter Brandvold, 
author of Helldorado

“J. Lee Butts is one fine Western writer whose stories have a patina of humor, 
nonstop action . . . and a strong sense of place.” —Roundup Magazine

Also	in	this	series…
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Beyond the Page Publishing - Westerns

And	Kill	Them	All-	Book	4	in	the	
Lucius	Dodge	Westerns	Series

When her family is massacred by a group of ruthless 
outlaws, sixteen-year-old Clementine Webb sees red 
and vows to bring the ruthless murderers to justice. 
She won’t rest until she hunts them down, one by one, 
and spits on their graves. 

But Texas Ranger Lucius Dodge and his compatriot 
Boz Tatum know a fool’s errand when they see one 
and try to talk some sense into the little lady. Trading 

lead with stone-cold killers is men’s work, after all. Or at least that’s what Lucius 
always thought—until darling Clementine shows them her aim is true . . . 

	

	Rights	Info:J.	Lee	Butts

Praise for J. Lee Butts: 
“J. Lee Butts sure knows how to get inside the minds of bad men and good. Gritty 
good stuff.” –Mark Henry, author of The Hell Riders

“A writer who can tell a great adventure story with authority and wit.” –John S. 
McCord, author of the Baynes Clan novels

“J. Lee Butts keep his readers on the edge of their seats.” —True West

Also	in	this	series…
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